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Meaning of Periplus:

The word periplus stems from Greek, 
meaning ‘journey’ and also means 
a circumnavigation or sea voyage 
around a coastline. The use of a 
periplus, or journal, dates back to 
the second century AD and was a 
document listing in order, the ports and 
coastal landmarks, with approximate 
intervening distances, that the captain 
of a vessel could expect to find along a 
shore. In that sense the periplus was a 
type of log, similar to the modern day 
ship’s log.

We use the term for our Club newsletter 
since it is the documentation of our 
travels at the club and offshore and 
provides a historical record for us to 
reminisce and share with others. It is 
our shared and unique history as club 
members.
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View From The Bridge

It is a great honor to be chosen as your Commodore.  
It will afford me an opportunity to continue to work 
with the board to fulfill a vision for the Club I believe 
we all share.   At Change of Watch I shared with those 
in attendance the thoughts that I had presented in 
writing to the Nominating Committee in September 
2009 - a year and a quarter ago when I ran for Vice 
Commodore.  I would like to share those thoughts 
with you as well. 

The Club’s purpose is set by the Bylaws (2.1) to be “to 
encourage, foster and promote the interest of yachting 
and related activities involving nautical experience 
acquired through the love of sport rather than through 
necessity or the hope of gain.”  Because it defines 
purpose, it is in today’s parlance a type of “mission 
statement” as opposed to a “vision statement.”  A 
mission statement’s prime function is internal.  A vision 
statement, on the other hand, is one of both purpose 
and value. In short, it is an image of the future we seek 
to create. The prime purpose of a vision statement is 
to communicate with members and others outside of 
those that control the organization’s governance.

My vision for the Club is that it will become the 
indisputably best full service yacht club on the West 
Coast.  

I told the nominating committee that:

“I see PCYC as a mix of both issues and opportunities. 
Its full service concept, core membership, superior 
physical facilities and location and its longevity are 
a large part of what creates the opportunities.  The 
significant costs of operating the club and the difficulty 
in delivering a value proposition in view of those costs 
and the difficult economy together with the aging of 
the club’s facilities and its core membership (and their 

changing needs) are prime issues associated with those 
opportunities. To resolve these issues will require 
a well thought out and agreed to plan energetically 
pursued with a high level of cooperative effort between 
the Board, the Bridge, the Staff Commodores and the 
members over a several year period.”

More specifically:

We need to run a tighter ship. The Club’s costs must 
be constrained in a way that product and service is 
enhanced without increasing dues and minimums 
– that is to say, maintaining or enhancing our “value 
proposition.”  The Club’s Treasurer has identified 
several areas where significant cost savings can be 
achieved because the Club is incurring (and has been 
for some time) expenses for benefits or functions 
greater than what they should be. These include 
overgenerous employee benefits significantly beyond 
those provided by other clubs and the Periplus cost.  

We need to chart a better course. As our members 
age their interests change. Some may become less 
involved in sailing and more involved in power boating. 
As they age further, they may become less involved 
in yachting and more involved in the social aspects of 
the club. This is a natural progression. But it is non-
renewing unless the organization develops methods of 
attracting, engaging and retaining younger members 
active in yachting and related activities. Our bylaws 
recognize this issue by providing for less expensive 
forms of membership for younger people. However, 
we have few if any such members. The challenge is to 
cater to the needs of current members while at the 
same time recognizing and facilitating the needs of 
future members. This issue can and must be addressed 
because the solution cannot be achieved by inaction.

By Jim Jones, Commodore
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We need to improve our navigation systems. Because 
many of the important Club activities are undertaken 
by volunteers and there is a considerable turnover 
from year to year, a great deal of time is lost 
in educating new participants on how things 
are done (which is not the most enjoyable 
part) or from more experienced members 
choosing to take a seemingly easier course 
without knowing why we do what we do. 
It is to my mind critical that the revision of 
the SOPs be reenergized and completed and 
presented to the Board for approval as soon as possible. 
These are the guidelines that we have gotten away from 
or partially ignored in recent years.
  
At the Board level (as opposed to the Bridge level) , we 
need to use our telescopes, not our magnifying glasses. 
The Board spends much of its meetings on receiving and 
filing oral reports from various committees or reading 
to the board reports already in writing and before them. 
This is not a good use of the time, talents and resources 
of the Board.  Instead, those reports should be in writing 
provided to Directors before each meeting and only if 
there are questions concerning them or action items in 
them should Board time be taken. The reports would 
of course become part of the minutes and available to 
members for review. 
 
The Board’s time should be devoted to setting policies, 
mapping the Club’s strategy and holding to account 
the Bridge and management for their implementation 
of those policies. One of these critical functions is 
succession planning for the key management positions 
of the club.  Each person in such a key position should be 
required to identify the functions and skill sets critical 
to their success and propose a succession plan for their 
position. In this way should something unexpected 
happen to them or should they decide to retire, there 
is a plan in place that can be implemented regarding 
a seamless succession. Another critical function is 
the establishment of milestones and/or goals for 
achievement by management with appropriate and 
consistent oversight to measure success.

We have to have better communication with our 
“crew” and our “passengers.”   In this metaphor, the 

“crew” are our wonderful volunteers, one of our most 
important assets, and our professional staff.  The 
“passengers” are our members.  Lessons from the past 

are quickly forgotten in the seductive presence 
of expediency. Timely opportunities to engage 
the support and good will of the members are 
often passed over.

We have made substantial progress on these 
goals last year.  We adopted a real line item 
budget. We replaced management, constrained 

costs and instituted new inventory processes. 
We established a new permanent Compensation 
Committee to help the Board deal with employee 
compensation and benefits. We reenergized the Bylaw/
SOP committee and have made substantial progress in 
improving our “navigation systems.” However, there 
have been disruptions, disputes and dissidence among 
the members that have commanded our attention and 
delayed the full achievement of our goals. 

Accordingly we will need to redouble our efforts 
this year especially when it comes to adding to our 
membership.  On behalf of the Board and Bridge, I ask 
you for your help, your support and your guidance in 
this endeavor.  

I would like to leave you with two of my favorite 
quotes.

The first is from Helen Keller:

“I am only one, but still I am one. I cannot do 
everything, but still I can do something. And because 
I cannot do everything I will not refuse to do the 
something that I can do.”

The second is by Will Rogers:

“Even if you’re on the right track, you’ll get run over if 
you just sit there”

 Thank you for your support 

View From The Bridge

continued from page 4

Editor’s Note:
Because of deadline constraints, we did not receive 
Change of Watch photo’s in time for this months Periplus. 
We will run that feature next month.



Although Christmas only comes but once a year, (thank 
goodness), I hope you all had a wonderful Holiday 
Season.

Time flies! I have been at PCYC for almost six months 
now; so much has happened during that time but I feel 
much more settled in and I am looking forward to 2011 
with enthusiasm. 

 Change of Watch is over and Commodore Jim Jones 
has appointed the committee chairs for 2011.  Susan 
Peck will be handling social events under the flag of 
Rear Commodore Karen Lorenzen. I looking forward to 
working with Mrs. Peck planning some new and exciting 
events for 2011, as well as continuing with events that 

In General

By John Beck, General Manager

have been successful in the past.  I don’t want to get into 
too much detail at the present time, but I assure you 
the events will be fun as well as reasonably priced.  

The suggestion box was quiet last month except for a 
couple of suggestions to add some additional entrees 
to our present menu. This will be done when we revise 
our current menus in the near future. 

Thought for the day... life is simpler when you plow 
around the stump

Best always,

John Beck
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From the Editor’s Desk

By John Gaddis, Editor
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Change is the nature of things. In my lifetime, I have 
seen a great many changes. Many of them are changes 
that I have been a part of myself. From growing up to 
raising a family I have observed that change, when 
done right, is for the best.

It is with that thought in mind that I welcome you to 
the new electronic version of the Periplus. This is a 
project that has been planned for months. It had come 
to the Board’s attention a while back that it was costing 
over $3,000.00 to produce the Periplus each month. 
This included publishing, printing, and mailing to the 
membership. As you might imagine in these tough 
economic times, the Board felt that saving $36,000.00 
a year was too good to pass up.

To make this project a reality, there were some 
guidelines that we felt had to be followed. First, the 
electronic Periplus would have to be as good as the 
original paper document. Second, to save the costs 
this club needed to save, everything had to be done 
in-house. I am proud to say that this document has 
fulfilled these requirements.

There is a great freedom in doing everything in house. 
For instance, every aspect of this document is done 
by club volunteers. While also reducing cost, we have 
greater freedom to publish stories in a timelier manner. 
You will see that with the Parade of Lights story. This 
event happened on December 15th, but we were able 
to get the pictures and the story in the Periplus this 
month. In the coming months, you will be seeing more 
of those timely stories.

And as the saying goes, “The more things change, the 
more they stay the same”. The format of the Periplus 
has been purposely retained to give it a familiar look. 
Much of the content as well as the calendars have 

been crafted to look identical to the original. In this 
way, when the times change and the board decides 
to return to a printed Periplus, the changeover will be 
seamless.

In closing, I would personally like to thank Catherine 
French for not only the great work she has done in the 
past, but for the help she is giving me today to make this 
document a reality. This club is a better place because 
of people like her.

Please feel free to let me know what you think. I can 
be emailed at johnwgaddis@gmail.com or you can 
leave a note for me at the front desk. I hope you 
will remember that the quality of this document is 
everyone’s responsibility.

Blessing of The

Fleet
January 16

Breakfast 
Buffet 8:30 am

By Order of King Neptune 
and 

Commodore Jim Jones
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Member’s Focus

By Marsha Landreth

Globe TroTTinG

Dan and S/C Patty McInnes spent five weeks traveling 
in Australia and New Zealand to celebrate their 30th 
anniversary. They spent four days snorkeling at fabulous 
Lizard Island, which is right on the Great Barrier Reef, 
and were surprised with a saber cut opening of a bottle 
of champagne for their anniversary dinner. They also 
explored Sydney, Cairns and Port Douglas, Melbourne, 
drove the Great Ocean Road, drove around both the 
North and South Islands of New Zealand visiting Rotorua, 
Nelson and Queen Charlotte Sound, Queenstown 
and Milford Sound, and ended at the beautiful Bay of 
Islands. They did lots of planning to design their tour 
with 13 B&Bs or hotels, 6 cars, 8 internal flights to cover 
all this territory...and Dan did a great job driving on the 
“wrong” side of the road.  It was certainly a memorable 
anniversary trip! 

As an unusual “small world” coincidence, when Dan 
and Patty arrived at the Auckland airport for their flight 
home, they ran into Ralph and Judy Roussey who were 
waiting for their rescheduled flight in the same area.  
Ralph and Judy had been stranded at the airport when 
their flight from the previous day could not take off 
because the Auckland runway lights stopped working. 
The Rousseys ended up sleeping on the floor in the 
airport overnight!  All ended well, with safe trips home 
for all.

Dan & Nancy Smith spent a lovely vacation in Maui 
recently.  To quote Nancy, “there’s no place like Hawaii.”  
And as another example of “small world” coincidence, 
Nancy ran into Karen & Mike Mahr in the lobby of the 
Marriott.   Bill & Angela Switzky, Mark & Cindy Pap, 
Warren & Clare Dern, and Steve & Laurie Weiss were 
also there.  The Marriott must have seemed like PCYC 
annex.

Cheryl McMichael and her son William spent some 
quality time together on their African safari.  Now 
if they ran into PCYC members in Africa … well, that 
would have been too amazing.

Kudos

Myrna Winer received quite a surprise for her birthday.  
Myrna’s daughters had taken her out for lunch and after 
she was seated at the table her son, who had flown out 
from Connecticut for the weekend, slipped up behind 
her.  Kudos to the kids for giving their mom such a nice 
birthday present!

Kudos to all of you who turned out for the December 
Birthday and Anniversary dinner.  My students were so 
excited to play to such an enthusiastic audience.

www.peninsulayachts.com


What’s Happening in Fleet Sail

By Gene Beville - Fleet Captain Sail
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The Pacific Corinthian Yacht Club was busy hosting the 
fourth of the TGIS series on Sunday, December 5th. 
With the threat of rain, four spinnaker and four non-
spinnaker boats turned out. 

PCYC boats finished first in both Spinnaker and Non-
spinnaker fleets. Geno Beville skippered the Mull 30 
XS to victory in the Spinnaker fleet, and Virgil Landry 
and Kevin Dickmann drove Virgil’s beautiful Jeanneau 
42 Rumbylow to first place in the Non-spinnaker fleet, 
leading wire to wire and looking good. 

The Spinnaker fleet sailed around Gina to port in a 
8-10kt southerly breeze, then rounded the Hueneme 
buoy to port, leaving them with a nice spinnaker run 
to the north end of the breakwater, then around to the 
finish line. The non-spin fleet sailed around Gina to port 
and back around the north end of the breakwater, and 
the finish at CI harbor. The racers enjoyed a sprinkle of 
rain near Gina, but not enough to spoil the fun.

Outpatient ran aground north of the NW jetty while 
doing very well in the race. The boat only draws four 
and a half feet, and Randy was outside the shoal 
markers when he grounded, falling victim to the 
dangerous shifting sand bars behind the breakwater. If 
you are boating in that vicinity, please heed the lesson 
that cost Randy a trophy and could have caused injury 
or damage.

Back at Bill’s Bar after the race, the sailors enjoyed the 
conversation in the company of their fellows, as well as 
the prize drawing while they partook in the excellent 
pot stickers and other fine refreshments.

The series was enjoyed by the participants  with thirteen 
boats competing, and should be more successful next 
year, as we expand the Sunday racing schedule to 
include more TGIS races.   It seems the good news is 
getting traction in the sailing community.

Here are the results:

TGIS #4

SPINNAKER 8.4 NM
 XS Geno Beville Mull 30 78 PCYC 1:26:33
 Sprit Decision George Moll Ben 33 75 CYC 1:30:26
 Moore Fun Joe Joines Moore 24 156 VSC 1:31:47
 Outpatient Randy Alcorn Cal 29 180 AYC DNF (ran aground)

NON-SPINNAKER 6.4 NM
 Rumbylowe Virgil Landry Jean 42 117 PCYC 1:12:06
 Flying Carpet Doug Fajardo Cat 27T 201 AYC 1:14:57
 Pacific Shredder Tom Hudson Jean 36 108 VSC 1:19:04
 Sand Larry Listing Capri 22 210 AYC 1:19:09 

continued on page 9
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Series results:

For the series the boats were scored by the low 
point system on the basis of their three best 
scores.

Spinnaker: 
Sprit Decision  2-2-2=6, 
XS    1-1-DNS (5) =7, 
Moore Fun   1-4-3=8, 
Outpatient    4-2-4=10

Non spinnaker:
Flying Carpet  1-1-2=4, 
Rumbylowe    3-2-1=6,
Pacific Shredder  3-1-3=7

In closing, I’d like to thank everyone who helped in 
making a strong closing for the 2010 PCYC racing 
season.  Cheryl McMichael, her son William, my 
boy Harrison and several of the Sea Scouts assisted 

on the committee boat, the Sea Scout ship Seal.  
Catherine French very ably helped run the Yachting 
Cup Regatta back in July, and we couldn’t have 
done it without her.

As we look forward to making the 2011 season even 
better, I want to invite all of you to step forward to 
help with race committee, as well as all the other 
aspects of running a successful sailing program.

And of course, we welcome our sailors to come 
on out and participate. We try to make our events 
user friendly and a good place to start your racing 
career. No racing experience required. If you ever 
thought racing might be fun, and it is, come join 
us and give it a try. You are only a rookie the first 
time!

Thanks for your support,
Gene Beville, Fleet Captain Sail
Race Committee Chairman 

What’s Happening in Fleet Sail
continued from page 8

www.ciheli.com


As I write this article just a few days before the 

actual parade, I am looking into the future and I see 

that we were successful in having the absolute best 

float of all!  Best in lights, best in sound and best in 

the spirit of the season.  

From all of us on the committee, to all of you all 

around the world, we thank you one and all.

The committee members worked hard under the 

guiding light of our multi-talented Chair, Angela 

Switzky, with husband Bill by her side with hammer 

and staple gun in hand.  

Now, PCYC wishes to thank this incredible team for 

their creativity, hard work, lots of hours and yes – 

even their frugalness (the team literally invented this 

word) that consisted of the following volunteers:

Bill and Angela Switzky, Brad and Claire Plunkett, Hector 

Gika and Cyndi Keller, Rich and Candace Reynolds, 

Harvey and Karen Paskowitz, Nelda and George Bregante, 

Adrienne and Phil Peck, S/C Don Yokaitis and Patsy 

Fitch, John and Donna Gaddis,  Phil Donia, Flo Beck, Ted 

Parade of Lights Thank You

By Kym Citera on behalf of the PCYC Boat Parade Committee

and Margaret Seaman, Dan Citera, Mimi Draves,  S/C 

Don Dusette, Kathy Henry, Ron Dreher and Natalie 

Dobkowski, Gina Haase, Betsy Jackson, Betsy Connell, 

Marji Miller, and the others whose names I might have 

forgotten (missplaced my memory medicine…again), 

but whose help will never be forgotten!

We hope you will join us next year for more PCYC 

camaraderie and fun in building another winning float. 
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Change of Watch 
Awards

Doris Melillo 
2010 Member of the Year.

Dottie Skidmore
2010 Hannah Hewston Family 

Circle Award

Judy Wosicki
2010 George Burr Meritorious 

Service Award 
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Birthday & Anniversary Celebration

By Kym Citera & Guanda Dusette, Co-Chairs

Birthday and Anniversary Recap for December 5, 2010

Our very last Birthday/Anniversary dinner event for 
2010 was celebrated with a special performance by 
The Hueneme High School Drama team.  They treated 
us to a fun Musical under the direction of their Drama 
Coach and PCYC Member Focus Chair – our very own 
Marsha Landreth.  The kids came in costume, and Vice 
Commodore Dan Citera came with all their stage props 
– including the “dog house”.  We had a great group of 
members who showed up to support us – even if it 
wasn’t their birthday or anniversary. Thank you all!

We did our best to bring “fun” to the Birthday/
Anniversary events this year, and we hope you 
enjoyed them as much as we did.  Thank you so much 
to everyone who helped, sang, acted, and provided 
sound, music, decorations and whatever else I forgot 
to mention.  Oh…Thank you all for supporting us and 
attending our events.

Our best wishes for all your celebrations,

Kym Citera and Guanda Dusette.
2010 Birthday/Anniversary Event Co-Chairs 

JanuarY annivErSariES

JanuarY BirthDaYS

Richard & Patricia Andre  Warren & June Bandy  David and Betsy Connell
 Tim & Mimi Draves    John & Linda Dullam   Gary & Madeline Hunsaker  
Thomas & Alice Kearney   Al & R/C Karen Lorenzen  Dale & Margaret Lundgren  
Michael & Margret Miller   William & Gail Olson   Bernard & Tammy Siomiak 
Ronald & Marjorie Tegland  Jerry & Char Virnig   Dan & Audrey Voss   
James & Katharine White   Ron & Joan Wilson

Raymond Ahlich  Jeff Andresen   Jerry Baggett   James Baskerville  Shar Behrman
Leslie Braun   Mike Cheiky   Natalie Dobkowski  Mimi Draves   Ron Dreher   
Doris Eddy   Graham Galliford  Dennis Genova  Marlena Gurdin  Scott Harrison
Richard Heller   Velvet Heller   S/C Jim Henry   Drew Hughes   Herbert Hughes 
Ginny Johnson  Terry Jones   Alice Kearney   John Koerner   Sandy Koh   
Virgil Landry   Shirley Lauritzen  Philip Lawler  Marvene Like   Dale Lundgren
Margaret Lundgren  Greg Maas   Deborah Meschkat  Michael Miller  Mark Moore
Cathey Paine   Jim Pensinger   Bert Potter   Ted Price   Joyce Rieske 
Dottie Skidmore  Jack Skidmore   Christina Steinorth  Art Stone   Ray Swift 
Ray Thomas   John Ulman   Robert Walter  James White   Joseph Zelner
Tim Jacobus  Ann Dalby



PCYC Volunteer Breakfast 2010
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Kym Citera, Adrienne Goldbaum, S/C Martha 
Jean Geisler

thanK You to ManY oF thE YEarS voLuntEErS

Steve Weiss and Tim Draves

Rich and Judy Keer

Geno and Gene Beville



Sea Scout Ship 9201

By vicki Diaz, Scout Parents unit Coordinator
Catherine French, First Mate

sea scouts ship 9201 - Ventura County squadron 
Welcome to the excitement, fun and adventure of sea 
Scouting!

The Sea Scouts have welcomed new advisor 
Ron Watkins to the Ship. Scouts Ryan and Tyler 
Harder, Randy and Jacqui Mitchell and Lloyd 
Diaz (now at the US Coast Guard Academy) 
remain active. Recruiting is a work in progress 
as the group looks to expand its membership. 
And, recently an interested young man saw 
the Ship’s website and contacted Skipper Lee 
Phillips about joining the ship!

Check out the Sea Scouts by going to PCYC.org and 
clicking on the Sea Scouts link on the opening page 
for all the information you need to get a young man or 
woman signed up for the Ship.

The scouts remain busy with boat cleaning and care 
taking of Seal, Rosie and the Bird, monthly meetings. 

Recently, Ship 9201 has been blessed with great 
generosity of PCYC members. S/C Graham and June 
Wilson provided Seal with a much needed radar unit 
and Al and Karen Lorenzen donated a hand held marine 
radio! And, Margaret and Michael Miller donated 
$1,000.00 to support the scouts after seeing our last 
article in the Periplus. Thank you all so, so much. 

On December 11, the scouts held a boat cleaning party 
onboard Seal, paying particular attention to care of the 
wood. They then watched the annual Parade of Lights 
from the comfort of Seal where she is berthed at the 
public guest dock at Peninsula Park.

With Skipper Lee helping out, the scouts planned gray 
whale watching in December and January. And, PCYC’s 
own Captain Dave Willhite has offered to take the scouts 
on a deep sea fishing outing.

The search for a stove for Seal is still in process. An RV 
rather than a gimballed stove is best to fit in the galley 
space. 

Seal is not only the meeting place and a learning 
platform for the Sea Scouts she also serves as 
PCYC Race Committee boat. So please consider 
adopting an item or send in a donation to the 
Sea Scout Ship. Sea Scout Ship 9201 is a 501 (c) 
3, so all donations are tax deductible.

For more information on how your son, 
daughter or grandchild might join or, to make a 
donation, please contact PCYC member Steve 

Weiss, (805) 985-9314, Jerry Virnig, (805) 491-2344 or 
Lee Phillips (805) 766 3708 or at www.shipshapeboats@
hotmail.com.

support Seal, Rosie and the Bird

The Scout Ship shares Seal and Rosie with PCYC, and 
help keep the Bird (a PCYC boat) up and running. 
Please help the Scouts keep these boats ship shape. 
Your support is needed to keep the boats afloat.

Seal needs a new or used propane RV stove, and kayaks 
would be nice.

Rosie needs a head sail, head mast, Windex and tilt 
brackets for the outboard motor.

The Sea Scouts is a program of the Boy Scouts of 
America for young men and women aged 13(having 
completed eighth grade) through 20. Ship 9201 follows 
the customs and traditions of the sea and encourages 
its members to earn the ranks of Apprentice, Ordinary, 
Able and Quartermaster (equivalent to the BSA Eagle 
rank).
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Coastal Knowledge

By Captain Dave Willhite
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CoAsTAl WeATHer

Local weather has been right on schedule with chilly 
days and cold nights. The only part that is unusual has 
been the rain. The ocean has been unusually calm for 
the amount of fronts we have had during the recent 
storms. Southeast winter storms can be the second 
most violent weather destroying sea walls and piers. 
Boating can be hazardous due to the direction of the 
large swells coming to the shore from the southeast 
instead of the northwest. Boaters in the past that have 
not had a lot of experience with southeast swells tend 
to use the same departure of the harbor using the east 
channel. A large southeast swell can be very dangerous 
because of shoaling between the east jetty and the 
east end of the outer seawall. There have been quite a 
few tragic boating accidents resulting in death. Use the 
west channel when leaving and returning just before 
and after winter storms.

FisHinG

We were fortunate to continue catching the big 
Yellowtail until the water temperatures dropped to 
54 degrees. Yellowtail like so many of our local game 
fish slow down when water drops below 60 degrees. 
Most of the pelagic fish like water from the 65 degree 
to 80-degree level. 

The Santa Barbara Channel and Islands rarely see water 
over 60 degrees which explains the limited amount of 
pelagic catches we have. Our runs of these fish is when 
we have large bodies of warm water that come to us 
in the summers months when the Davidson Inshore 
Currents are at their peak.

Without telling the same fish story, I feel we had 
another catch which is worthy of mention. I was out 
with Eddie Van Fossen and his son Darren on their 35 

Cabo Bandito fishing for yellowtail and we had two 
hookups in 5 hours of fishing. I hooked and boated 
a 55-pound fish, which was five and a half feet long. 
When we boated the fish I could clearly tell this fish 
was twice as big as the 30-pound fish I had caught on 
an earlier trip. Eddie hooked one the same size, fought 
it for 30 minutes and lost it just 4 feet from the boat. 
Next time you see Eddie at the Club ask him about the 
one that got away.

When I looked at the picture after getting home, I 
realized that after catching hundreds of yellowtail over 
the past fifty years, this fish was my personal biggest 
ever. Also I realized this was the biggest yellowtail I 
had ever seen caught. Then the next thing that came 
to mind was this fish was taken right here at Anacapa 
Island at the same spot where I stood on top of a bait 
tank chumming yellowtail to the surface in 1970 seeing 
the dark turn to day wet from head to toe from the 
spray of water from the bait fish thrashing in the chum 
scoop and thinking how much I loved being right where 
I was. I realized I had just gone by that same spot in life 
and experienced that same love of the sea. Now some 
45 years later, I enjoy the Islands in a different way. I run 
the old memories in my mind as I look at the detailed 
beauty of where I had spent a lot of my days.

boATs

I feel we may have turned the corner on the depressed 
boating market during the past few months. We are 
seeing a lot of past boaters returning to boating. It’s a 
good market to buy a boat in and best of all it brings 
our friends and clients peace and enjoyment. Prices 
are stabilized and may begin to climb on used boats 
because very few new boats are being built. In any case 
it seems those who are destined to be on the ocean 
always find a way there. 



PCYC Birthday-Anniversary Charlie Brown Christmas 2010
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2010 Volunteer Awards

Graham Wilson 
Cruiser of  the Year 2010 

            Jack Schuler  
Esmerelda -Sail Boat of the Year 2010

            Gene Beville 
Yachtsman of the Year 2010 

Diane Landry
Yachtswoman of theYear 2010

Geno Beville 
Sail Racer of the Year 2010

 



Ladies Who Do Lunch

By roxanne Gross, Chair
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Fourteen beautifully decorated tables and over 
120 diners turned PCYC’s Main Dining Room into a 
celebration of the holidays.  Every year the ladies 
provide a spectacular setting to partake in a great 
meal presented by Chef Rafael and his crew, do a little 
shopping at the vendor booths, and take time to enjoy 
the friendships made as members of PCYC.  This year 
was no exception; the room was lovely.  The work and 
creativity of the table hostesses created an amazing 
backdrop for a wonderful afternoon.

The success of this year’s luncheon would not have been 
possible without the help of enthusiastic volunteers 
who made it all happen.  Many thanks to Martha 
Baskerville, Sally Brownlow, Marge Curley, Catherine 

French, Kathy Henry, Kathy Raduenz, Heidi Robertson, 
Judi Roussey, Nancy Smith, Rosemary Tobin, Jane Totten 
and Myrna Winer.  Special recognition must be given to 
Karen Lorenzen and Diane Landry for their support and 
guidance not only for this luncheon but for all the Ladies 
Luncheons this year. They truly went above and beyond 
the call of duty to ensure every event’s success.

Proceeds from the Silent Auction items and vendor 
contributions amounted to a little over $2,000. Those 
funds will be added to other luncheon profits to 
purchase a lasting gift for PCYC. 

My personal thanks to all participated in the luncheon. 
You made it a wonderful event.

T’was the night before Christmas and all through the 
town, no noses were frozen, no snow fluttered down, no 
children in flannels were tucked into bed, they all wore 
shorty pajamas instead.

To find wreaths of holly, t’was not very hard, for holly 
trees grew in every back yard. In front of the houses, 
Dads and Moms were adorning the windows, the 
bushes and royal palms.

The sleeping kiddies were dreaming in glee, hoping 
to find water skis under the tree. They all knew that 
Santa was well on his way, in a Mercedes-Benz, instead 
of a sleigh.

And soon he arrived and started to work, he hadn’t a 
second to linger or shirk. He whizzed up the freeways 
and zoomed up the road, in a S-L 300, delivering his 
loads.

The tropical moon gave the city a glow, and lighted 
the way for old Santa below. As he jumped from the 
auto he gave a wee chuckle, he was dressed in  Tommy 
Bahama, Bermudas and buckle,

There weren’t any chimneys, but that caused no 
despair, for Santa came in through the front door with 
care. He stopped at each house....stayed only a minute, 
emptying his sack with the stuff that was in it.

Before he departed, he treated himself to a blended 
Margarita set out on the shelf. He turned with a smile 
and bounced to the car, remembering he still had to 
go very far.

He shifted the gears and stepped on the gas and up 
Highway 101 he went like a flash. And I heard him 
exclaim as he went on his way,

“MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL, I WISH I COULD STAY!”

THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS – CALIFORNIA STYLE
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MoVinG And GrooVinG in our senior YeArs

With the holidays over, and the New Year starting, those of us 
who don’t exercise should strongly heed the value of moving 
and grooving to keep blood sugar stable, blood pressure down 
and joints moving freely.  It is never too late to start,

Even in your 70’s and 80’s, slowly starting a fitness program 
that combines cardio, strengthening and balance exercises 
can do wonders for energy and stamina.  They can also help us 
keep at bay many age-related ailments, along with reducing 
the need for many medications.  

Last year, seniors on Medicare shelled out an average of 
$1378 per person on prescription meds, an expense that is 
rising 18.5% annually.  Even supplements are abused.  Many 
doctors are too busy or don’t care enough to nag us or 
educate us.  Unfortunately, sometimes it’s much easier to just 
dispense a pill.  Moreover, some patients are too lazy, or fear 
themselves too fragile, and use medical conditions such as 
heart disease, diabetes and poor balance and joint pain as an 
excuse not to exercise.  Ironically, these are conditions which 
could be greatly aided by a regular exercise regimen.

HeArT diseAse

If you have heart disease, it is still important to exercise.  Your 
physician can refer you to a cardiac rehabilitation plan, where 
professionals will monitor your blood pressure, pulse and 
stamina.  

diAbeTes

A recent diabetes study with 245 participants proved that 
blood sugar control was better managed by both aerobic 
exercise and strength training, even without further dietary 
restrictions.  In this study, strength training alone reduced 
blood sugar BY 26%.  Aerobics only reduced it by 29%, but 
combination training lowered blood sugar by 41%.

bAlAnCe diFFiCulTies And JoinT PAin

Joint mobility and balance are crucial to maintain as we 
age.  There are many documented cases of seniors giving up 
canes and walkers through diligence in maintaining an easy 
program of stretching and balance exercise.  Many programs 
are available at senior centers or your physician can refer you 
to a physical therapist.

siMPle sTePs To GeT sTArTed

A Pedometer:  10,000 steps a day can be 3 to 5 miles, 
depending on the length of your stride.

Take the Stairs:  If you have a bum knee, lead with your good 
knee going up and your bad knee going down.  Don’t forget 
your knee brace.

Squat Safely:  This is ideal for both balance and hip and knee 
mobility.  Remember to stick your butt out so that the knee 
doesn’t jut out past the toes.

Push Offs:  These are simple to do against counters or walls.  

Move and Groove:  With me on the dance floor.

ConClusion  

Utilizing a certified personal trainer can get you started and 
give you proper guidelines and confidence, even if it is just 
for a few sessions.  While I’ve always been active and worked 
out in the gym, working with my trainer Seth Perry at the 
nearby Edge gym has done wonders for my posture and core 
muscles.  As Seth always tells me:  “My clients can save a 
fortune in medication costs and doctors’ bills by just following 
my program and accepting the challenge of being healthy.”

Fleet Surgeon Report

By alice Kearney, Fleet Surgeon

TAPAS PARTY
JAnuARY 15, 2010
6:30Pm - 8:30Pm

$24.95 ++
 ABSOLuT mARTInI BAR

$5.00++ 
mAIn DInnIng ROOm
CALL fOR ReSevATIOnS

(805) 985-7292



PCYF News

By John Gaddis, Director

A new year has arrived for your Pacific Corinthian Youth 
Foundation. Since 1992, the Foundation has instructed 
youngsters ages 8 to 18 from our local communities in boating 
safety and sailing instruction. All young people are welcomed, 
regardless of whether these youngsters and their families 
have any yacht club affiliation.

The PCYF Board of Directors would like to give a very big 
thank you to everyone who has helped foster and promote 
this wonderful community focused, youth program. All of the 
young sailors have benefited in some way by the generosity of 
PCYC members. This includes the donations of money directly 
to the foundation, and the participation of club members in 
fundraising events.

PCYF is proud to announce this years fundraiser will be a wine 
tasting event on March 19th at the club. Titled “A Taste of 
007”, this event will feature fine wines paired with great food. 
Many people are surprised to find that some of the wines 
the world’s most famous super-spy enjoyed are commonly 
available, and not unrealistically priced. While there’s much 
about 007’s lifestyle we can only dream about emulating – 
there’s no reason why we can’t enjoy wine like him! We will 
make the attempt on March 19th.

As you may also know, we are also in the process of a naming 
program which allows members to leave their mark on the 
Foundation. For just a $250.00 donation, you can name one 
of the 40 Sabots in the PCFY Fleet. The name must be 16 
letters max. You can pick up a form at the front desk and have 
your name displayed for the 2011 Summer session. All of your 
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donations are tax deductible as the foundation is a 501(c)3 
non-profit organization.

What do we do with the money you donate? Every year, 
scholarships are awarded to deserving applicants who 
otherwise might not be able to have access to sailing at all. 
Last year we gave out over 45 scholarships to children that 
might not have ever been exposed to sailing. This year we 
expect to give out even more scholarships.

The Board has also set its summer program schedule. Please 
plan now to enroll your kids or grandkids in the Foundation’s 
2011 Learn to Sail Program. It’s a great way to build 
confidence, have fun, and learn a skill of enjoyment that will 
last a lifetime. This year’s tuition fee is again $400.00 per 
two-week session. Registration can be done online at www.
pcyf.org or in writing by using forms available at the Club.

Save the date:

March 19, 2011 A Taste of 007 Wine Pairing Dinner 

July 30, 2011 Sea Junk Yard Sale (Thanks Sally!!)

PCYF 2011 Learn to Sail Program Summer Schedule
Session #1 June 6 – June 17 
Session #2 June 20 – July 1
Session #3 July 5 – July 15
Session #4 July 18 – July 29
Session #5 August 1 – August 12

August 11, 2011 Awards Banquet

Wine Pairing Dinner - PCYF Fundraiser
March 19th, 2011: 6:00pm

A Taste of

Federal Tax ID#:: 77-0312074

SAVE THE DATE



PCYC Buenos Aires Night
November 13th, 2010
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    SunDaY      MonDaY      tuESDaY      WEDnESDaY  thurSDaY FriDaY SaturDaY

January 2011

ICE BREAKERS
5:30-7:00 PM

Bill’s Bar

ICE BREAKERS
5:30-7:00 PM

Bill’s Bar

ICE BREAKERS
5:30-7:00 PM

Bill’s Bar

ICE BREAKERS
5:30-7:00 PM

Bill’s Bar

15

22

29

14

21

28

13

20

27

12

19

26

11

18

25

10

17

24

9

16

23

30

Dining Room Hours
Lunch 11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Dinner 5:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Bar Menu Daily 11:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 

Breakfast 8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Lunch 12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Dinner 5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

BOARD
MEETING

6:00 PM BR

WINE
WEDNESDAY
6:30 PM MDRCLUB CLOSED

CLUB CLOSED CLUB CLOSED

CLUB CLOSED CLUB CLOSED

CLUB CLOSED CLUB CLOSED

1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

CLUB CLOSED

oFFiCEr oF thE DaY

JAN 7     JiM AND MARy BALDWiN
JAN 14    LiNDA AND TeRRy ALLeN
JAN 21    KAThy RADueNz AND BoB FoRTNeR
JAN 28    JAMeS AND MARThA BASKeRviLLe

TAPAS PARTY
6:30 PM MDR

TGiS #1
10:30AM CN

BLESSING OF 
THE FLEET 

8:30AM

TGIS #2
10:30AM CN

BIRTHDAY 
ANNIVERSARY 
5:00 PM MDR

CAPTAIN’S 
COUNCIL 

6:30 PM CN

MDR = MAIN DINING ROOM
BR = SMALL DINING ROOM

P = POOL AREA
CN = CROW’S NEST
PP = PRIVATE PARTY

DIRECTOR’S 
ORIENTATION 
10:00AM BR

CLUB CLOSED

CLUB CLOSED

MEMBERSHIP 
oRGANizA-

TION KICK-OFF 
6:00PM BR

PRIVATE PARTY
5:30 PM MDR

PRIVATE PARTY
5:00 PM BR

PRIVATE PARTY
11:00 AM MDR

PRIVATE PARTY
5:00 PM MDR

PRIVATE PARTY
11:00 AM MDR

PRIVATE PARTY
11:30 AM MDRPRIVATE PARTY

11:00 AM CN



    SunDaY      MonDaY      tuESDaY      WEDnESDaY  thurSDaY FriDaY SaturDaY

February 2011

ICE BREAKERS
5:30-7:00 PM

Bill’s Bar

ICE BREAKERS
5:30-7:00 PM

Bill’s Bar

ICE BREAKERS
5:30-7:00 PM

Bill’s Bar

ICE BREAKERS
5:30-7:00 PM

Bill’s Bar

15

22

14

21

28

13

20

27

12

19

26

11

18

25

10

17

24

9

16

23

Dining Room Hours
Lunch 11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Dinner 5:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Bar Menu Daily 11:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 

Breakfast 8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Lunch 12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Dinner 5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

BOARD
MEETING

6:00 PM BR

WINE
WEDNESDAY
6:30 PM MDR

CLUB CLOSED CLUB CLOSED

CLUB CLOSED CLUB CLOSED

CLUB CLOSED CLUB CLOSED

CLUB CLOSED

CLUB CLOSED

876

54321
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VENTURA CRUISE (VYC)

VYC CRUISE

SUPERBOWL
2:00-7:00 PM

Bill’s Bar
LADIES LUNCH 
11:00 AM MDR

VALENTINES DAY 
PARTY

6:00PM MDR

OPEN HOUSE
1:00 - 4:00PM

WELLNESS 
SEMINAR 
10:00AM 

BIRTHDAY 
ANNIVERSARY 
5:00PM MDR

RACING RULES
MEETING

9:00AM CN

MDR = MAIN DINING ROOM
BR = SMALL DINING ROOM

P = POOL AREA
CN = CROW’S NEST
PP = PRIVATE PARTY

PRIVATE PARTY
11:30 AM MDR

PRIVATE PARTY
12:00 PM CN

QUARTERLY 
MEETING 9:00AM 

PRIVATE PARTY
5:00PM MDR

SAVE THE DATE

Ladies Who Do Lunch
February 10, 2011
11:00am

SEE you THErE!



Wedding isle

White sails and Blue seas

Contact:
John Beck or Reception 

to schedule your 
consultation.


